
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

  

Chocolate 
Topic Web – 12 weeks 

Year 3/4 Kilmar Class 

Miss Bowden 

 

Maths  
 

Look at a range of strategies to add, 

subtract, multiply and divide. 

 

Round any number to the nearest 10, 100, and 

1000. 

 

Solve word problems that have a 2-step 

problem. 

 

Recognise and identify decimals equivalent to 

½, ¼, and ¾. 

 

Recall the times tables up to 12x12. 

 

Solve simple measure and money problems 

involving fractions and percentages. 

 

Identify lines of symmetry in common 2D 

shapes. 

 

Read the time digitally and on an analogue 

clock. 

Science (States of 

Matter) 
Compare and group materials together 

according to whether they are solid, liquid or 

gases. 

 

Identify that some changes in materials can 

be reversed and some cannot. 

 

Observe that materials change state when 

they are heated or cooled, and measure or 

research the temperature at which it 

happens in degrees. 

 

Identify the part played by evaporation and 

condensation in the water cycle. 

 

 

English  

 

Stories written by a significant author - 

Roald Dahl: 

 

Read the story of Charlie and the 

Chocolate Factory – look at the main 

characters and different settings. 

 

Write another chapter for the book 

whereby we create our own ‘Sweet’ room  

What will be in the room? What will 

happen? 

 

Identify how averts persuade people to 

buy different types of chocolate. 

 

Create our own advert to persuade 

people to buy a chocolate bar we have 
invented. 
 
 
ICT 
Children to create a video to advertise 

their own chocolate bar. 

 

Make an advert to persuade people to 

buy the chocolate bar. 

 

Use the ipad to research where 

chocolate comes from, how it is grown 

and how it is transported around the 

world. 

 

Use the Internet to research about 

famous chocolate brands. 

 

Create a graph to show our classes’ 

favourite chocolate bar.  

 

Research about Andy Warhol (famous 

artist) and look at and study a range of 

his artwork.  

 

PE 

Swimming 

Games – Tennis 

Rules of tennis 

Ball and racket control 

Scoring  

Hand eye coordination 
 

Art 
Looking at famous artist- Andy Warhol. 

Creating a ‘chocolate’ themed collage in the 

style of Andy Warhol. 

 

DT 
Make, try and evaluate different types of 
chocolate. 

Design a new packaging for a chocolate bar. 

Take part in designing a new chocolate bar- 

what shape will it be? How will you advertise it? 

What will be in the chocolate? How much will it 

cost to make? 

 

History – Aztecs 
Who were the Aztecs? 

 

Where did the Aztecs come from? 

 

Look at why and how the Aztecs are famous. 

 

Study the history of chocolate. 

 

Look at different chocolate companies e.g. 
Cadburys and Nestle - look at their trading 

history. 

 

Geography - Maps 
Where does chocolate come from? 

What is needed for chocolate to grow 
successfully? 

How is chocolate transported? 

Learn about the real cost of chocolate. 

Understand the importance of ‘Faitrade’. 

French 
Learn to count to 20. 

Learn how to say a range of foods. 

Learn how to pronounce the French 
alphabet. 

Ask the age of someone and respond 

appropriately. 

RE 

Look at the Hindu religion - understand the 

religious symbols and the Hindu traditions. 

Compare the Hindu religion to Christianity. 


